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What Do You Think?

Every day you make choices. How do you 
decide? Maybe you talk to your family and 
friends. You listen to their ideas. 
 Consumers buy products. Reviews are 
written by people who have tried out the 
product. Music, movies, books, and toys are a 

ChaPter one

How do you decide which products to buy?
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few of the things people review. Reviews give 
consumers the information they need to 
decide which products to buy.
 Your opinion counts! You can help others 
by learning to write a good review.

Reviews can help you decide 

which books to read .
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activity

Choose the Product
In this activity you will choose a product that you 
will review .

HeRe’S WHAT You’LL neeD:
•	 Pencil
•	 Paper

InSTRuCTIonS: 
1 . Make a list of products you use that you could 

review .
2 . Include products you use often and really like or 

really dislike . 
3 . Choose one to review .
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To get a copy of this activity, visit 

www .cherrylakepublishing .com/activities .
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•	 Bright Teeth Toothpaste
•	 Kenzie Backpack
•	 Pepper’s Frozen Pizza
•	 The Shadow Mystery by Erik David
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ChaPter two

What Is It?
When you review a product, you need to tell 
readers all about it. First you need to give a 
description of the product. What is its 
purpose? What does the product look like? 
What is the size and color? What is its shape? 
How does it look and feel? What else do you 
think a person reading your review might want 
to know?

Does the product 

come in different 

sizes or colors?
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activity

Describe the Product
In this activity you will write a few sentences to 
describe the product you are reviewing .

HeRe’S WHAT You’LL neeD:
•	 Pencil
•	 Paper

InSTRuCTIonS: 
1 . Describe the purpose of the product . Why did 

you buy it? What will you use it for?
2 . Describe what the product looks like .
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I need a really good backpack for school that will last all year. I bought a Kenzie backpack. It is 14 inches high, 11 inches wide, and 6 inches deep. It comes in red, blue, and green. The backpack is made of heavy material and has padded shoulder straps. There are two side zippered pockets. It weighs less than a pound. It costs $17.99.

To get a copy of this activity, visit 

www .cherrylakepublishing .com/activities .
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chapter three

Does It Work? 

Take time to evaluate the product you are 
reviewing. Try out all of the features. For 
example, if you are reviewing a backpack, 
decide if the zippers work well. You’ve tried 
out the product. Now decide if it works the 

Think carefully 
about all of the 
product’s features .
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way you think it should. Is there something 
about the product that doesn’t work correctly? 
What would you change about the product? 
In your opinion, what is great about the 
product? Is it something you will keep using? 
Is the product worth the price you paid for it? 
Did you get what you paid for? 

Take careful notes as you 

evaluate the product .
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activity

Evaluate the Product
In this activity you will add a paragraph to your 
review . It will explain your evaluation of the 
product .

HeRe’S WHAT You’LL neeD:
•	 Pencil
•	 Paper

InSTRuCTIonS: 
1 . Write a paragraph to share your evaluation of 

the product . 
2 . Answer these questions:

•	 What are the best and worst features of the  
 product?

•	 Does the product work the way you think it   
 should?

•	 Is there anything about the product you would  
 change?

•	 Is the price of the product a fair price?
3 . use details to support your ideas .
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To get a copy of this activity, visit www .cherrylakepublishing .com/activities .
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The Kenzie backpack is made of thick nylon fabric. It looks like it will last the whole school year. The padded shoulder straps are comfortable even when the pack is full. The zippered pockets on the side are handy. They keep small things from getting lost in the bottom of the bag. This bag is on the small side, however. It won’t hold too many books and papers. The choice of colors is limited. The price seems fair.
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ChaPter four

How Does It 
Compare?

We can compare things we like to similar 
products. That way we can decide which one 
we like best. For example, you may like one 
brand of chocolate ice cream more than 
another. Reviews compare products that are 
similar. They explain how one product is better 
or worse than another and why. This can help 
give consumers a good understanding of the 
products. They can pick the one that has the 
features they like best.

Comparisons are a 

great way to tell 

people about products .
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activity

Compare the Product
In this activity you will add a paragraph to compare 
the product to others that are similar .

HeRe’S WHAT You’LL neeD:
•	 Pencil
•	 Paper

InSTRuCTIonS: 
1 . Write a paragraph to compare the product to 

other products . 
2 . Answer these questions:

•	 Have you used a product that is similar?
•	 How is the product you are reviewing better  

 or worse than others you have used?
3 . use details to support your ideas .
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Last year I had a Buster’s backpack. It was bigger than the Kenzie. It came in a wider choice of colors. The price was a little less. The material for the Buster’s bag was thin. It tore before the end of the school year. The Buster’s bag only had one side pocket, and it snapped shut. The shoulder straps were padded, but the Kenzie straps have more padding and are more comfortable. 

To get a copy of this activity, visit www .cherrylakepublishing .com/activities .
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chapter five

Do You Like It?

End your review with your recommendations. 
This means you tell others whether or not they 
should buy the product. Try to be fair. Consider 
all of the good and bad points you discovered. 
If you didn’t like the product, explain why you 

Be honest about the product when you write your review .
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did not like it. If you liked the product, point 
out what makes it special.
 A person reading your review might make a 
decision based on what you say. Ask  
yourself if you could make a decision based 
on your review.

People might decide 

what to buy based 

on your review .
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activity

Recommendations
In this activity you will write the last paragraph 
of your review . This is when you will make your 
recommendations .

HeRe’S WHAT You’LL neeD:
•	 Pencil
•	 Paper

InSTRuCTIonS: 

1 . Write a paragraph to tell others if they should 
buy this product or not . Answer these questions:
•	 Should someone buy this product? Why or  

why not?
•	 What is the product good for?
•	 Who will like the product?

2 . use details to support  
your ideas .
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To get a copy of this activity, visit 

www .cherrylakepublishing .com/activities .
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I would recommend a Kenzie bag but in a larger size. The price is a little higher, but it has more color choices. The heavy fabric, comfortable straps, and zipper pockets make this a great backpack. I won’t have to worry about a ripped backpack this year! 
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chapter six

Share Your Ideas
Now you can share your review with others. 
Maybe they will buy a product based on your 
review. What would you like to review next? 

Ask your friends what they think of your review .
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activity

Take a Final Look!
Ask yourself these questions as you reread your 
review:

 YeS   no  Did I choose a product that I know a 
lot about?

 YeS   no Did I describe it with a lot of details?

 YeS   no Did I evaluate the product fairly? 

 YeS   no  Did I compare it to other products 
that do similar things?

 YeS   no  Did I make a final recommendation of 
whether someone should buy it or not?

 YeS   no  Did I use correct grammar and 
spelling?
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To get a copy of this activity, visit www .cherrylakepublishing .com/activities .
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consumers (kuhn-SOO-murz) people who buy and use products

description (di-SKRIP-shuhn) words that create a picture in the mind 
of a person who reads or hears them

evaluate (i-VAL-yoo-ate) to decide the value of something

features (FEE-churz) particular parts or qualities of a person, place, or 
thing

opinion (uh-PIN-yuhn) a personal feeling or belief about someone or 
something

products (PRAH-duhkts) things that are made and sold

recommendations (rek-uh-men-DAY-shuhnz) suggestions that a 
person or product is good or worthwhile

reviews (ri-VYOOZ) pieces of writing that give the writer’s opinions 
about books, movies, or products

similar (SIM-uh-lur) having many features in common

Glossary
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Books  
Kamberg, Mary-Lane. The I Love to Write Book: Ideas and Tips for 
Young Writers. Milwaukee, WI: Crickhollow Books, 2008.

Olien, Rebecca. Kids Write! Fantasy & Sci Fi, Mystery, Autobiography, 
Adventure, and More! Nashville: Williamson Books, 2005.

WeB sites 
on-lion for kids!—Reviews
kids.nypl.org/reviews/
Visit this New York Public Library site to read kids’ reviews of books, 
movies, music, and Web sites.

spaghetti Book Club—Book Reviews by kids for kids
www.spaghettibookclub.org
Check out this site to read book reviews and submit your own reviews.

For More Information
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